Ultra-HydroKleen®
Installation Instructions

1. Remove grate from top of catch basin.
2. Clean grate lip of debris.
3. Drop unit into opening with stainless frame resting flush on the catch basin lip.
4. Lift the Diverter Plate (hard black plastic) and Dispersal Pad (rubber pad covering the media side of the unit).
5. Place filters flat inside of the filter chamber (chamber with holes in bottom). The perimeter seamed side should be up.
   • The order that the filters should be installed will likely depend on what contaminants are present and the concentrations of each.
   • If Sorb44 is used, it is usually best to place it on top so it absorbs any oil and keep that oil from binding the lower filters.
   • If Activated Carbon is used, it should be placed on the bottom as it is a polishing filter and you will want to remove as many other contaminants as possible before flowing through it.
6. Replace Dispersal Pad
7. Put the Diverter Plate back into place to force all liquid entering the unit to flow into the sediment chamber half of the unit.
8. Replace the Grate.